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Stay shiny and new on 
the job with top quality 
cleaning equipment 
from Mike’s Transport 
Warehouse. We have all 
the cleaning supplies you 
will need!

All of our cleaning 
products are high quality 
and imported directly 
from the suppliers to make 
sure you, the customer, get 
the best price. 
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CLEANING 
ADDITIVES

CRC AEROSTART 
#10269
A special formulation 
designed to play a 
vital part in starting 
engines.

Size 400ml

CRC ENGINE 
START
#010249
Helps with rapid 
initial start up for all 
slow-to-start diesel 
and petrol engines & 
protects vital parts. 

Size 400ml

CRC FIBRELOCK 
HEAD GASKET 
REPAIR
#492120
Permanently fixes 
and repairs head 
gaskets, engine 
blocks, etc.

Size 946ml

CRC RADIATOR 
FLUSH
#5337
For use in all cooling 
systems, including 
aluminium. Quickly 
removes grease, oil 
and rust.

Size 350ml
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CLEANING 
ADHESIVES

CRC RED GASKET 
340 RTV SILICONE
#492112
A self-forming 
room temperature 
vulcanising silicone 
with an intermittent 
service temperature of 
up to 340°C.

Size 300g

LOCTITE 243 
THREADLOCKER 
#110338 
A medium strength 
blue threadlocking 
adhesive that seals 
and secures metal 
nuts and bolts.

Size 50ml

LOCTITE 263 
THREADLOCKER 
#110008
Dual cure, acrylic 
designed for the 
permanent locking 
and sealing of 
threaded fasteners.

Size 50ml

LOCTITE 
515 FLANGE 
SEALANT 
#110319 
Gasketing 
product for 
machined metal 
flanges. 

Size 50ml

LOCTITE 567 
HIGH TEMP 
THREAD 
SEALANT 
#110007 
Low strength, 
thixotropic 
methacrylate 
thread sealant.

Size 50ml

CRC ADOS UHS 
ULTRA HIGH 
STRENGTH 
AEROSOL 
ADHESIVE
#18180 
Ultra high strength 
contact adhesive.

Size 550ml

CRC BELT GRIP
#10555
Extends belt life by 
improving traction 
and reducing belt 
tension, slipping and 
dirt build-up.

Size 400ml

CRC 
MANISEAL 
EXHAUST 
CEMENT
#492103
A sodium 
silicate based 
sealer for 
mufflers and 
tailpipes.

Size 145g

CRC ADOS RED 
GASKET 260 RTV 
SILICONE #492105 
A self-forming room 
temperature vulcanising 
silicone with a 
continuous service 
temperature of up to 
260°C.

Size 300g

CRC ADOS 
F2 MULTI 
PURPOSE 
CONTACT 
ADHESIVE 
GASKET 
REPAIR
#492109 
High bond 
strength.

Size 75ml
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WURTH DIESEL 
PARTICULATE 
FILTER 
CLEANER
#154167 
Remove carbon 
and ash deposits 
from diesel 
particulate filters.

Size 400ml

CLEANING 
CLEANERS

CRC 
CONTACT 
CLEANER 
#10256
A plastic-safe 
general-purpose 
evaporating 
cleaner and 
degreaser.

Size 500ml

CRC 
GASKET 
STRIPPER 
#010269
Quickly and 
easily removes 
tough bonded 
gaskets and 
dried oil, 
grease, etc.

Size 300ml

CRC GLASS 
CLEANER
#492101 
Quickly and easily 
removes tough dirt 
and grime including 
grease, finger prints, 
bugs and smoke haze.

Size 500ml

CRC RUST 
CONVERTER
#10257
Neutralises 
rust and 
converts it to 
a tough black 
primer in one 
easy step.

Size 425g

MTW GLASS CLEANER
Professional-standard cleaner. Delivers 
amazingly clear, streak free results.

#480540 #480541 #480542

Size 1L Size 5L Size 20L

CRC SURFACE SANITISER
A ready to use surface sanitiser that 
effectively kills 99.9% of germs.

#010250 #010251 #010256

Size 500ml Size 750ml Size 5L

CRC MECHANIX ORANGE 
HAND CLEANER #12095
A powerful citrus-based hand 
cleaner for quick and effective 
removal of toughest soils.

Size 400ml

SEPTONE PROTECTA GRIT
#360124 
Premium quality extra heavy duty 
hand cleaner formulated to remove 
grease, oil, metal dust, etc.

Size 20kg

PERMATEX FAST ORANGE 
HAND CLEANER #360127
Biodegradable, waterless, petroleum 
solvent-free with no harsh chemicals, 
petroleum solvents or ammonia.

Size 3.78L
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CHEMTECH CT14 DEGREASER
#010727
Concentrated water based 
degreaser. Not toxic, non-flammable, 
biodegradable & will not promote rust. 

Size 20L

WICKED ENGINE KLEEN
#485043
A water based, heavy duty caustic 
engine degreaser for the fast, easy 
removal of baked on grease and oil.

Size 5L

CLEANING 
DEGREASERS

CRC AEROCLEAN 
ENGINE 
DEGREASER
#100386
Delivers a 
concentrated jet of 
cleaning solution 
that dissolves and 
removes oil and 
grease from dirty 
engines.

Size 500ml

CRC BRAKLEEN
#10254
Quickly and 
safely dissolve 
and flush away 
grease, oil, brake 
fluid, transmission 
fluid, hardened 
deposits and other 
contaminants.

Size 600g

CRC BRAKLEEN 
BLASTER
#100390
High pressure spray 
to forcefully cut 
through and remove 
thick build-ups, 
hardened deposits 
and to clean hard-to-
reach areas.

Size 600ml

CRC BRAKLEEN 
FAST DRY
#100389
Non chlorinated 
solvent blend with 
superior cleaning 
and degreasing 
properties 
minimising down-
time.

Size 600ml

CRC BATTERY 
MAINTENANCE
#100385
Penetrates, 
neutralises 
and loosens 
acid corrosion, 
electrolytes, dirt 
and moisture from 
battery terminals.

Size 300g

CRC BATTERY 
TERMINAL 
PROTECTOR
#100388
Designed to protect 
battery terminals 
from corrosion 
& maintain the 
batteries peak 
performance level.

Size 300g

SERIES 500 
BRAKE CLEANER
#551212
For the removal 
of brake fluid and 
oil from brake 
drums, linings, 
pads, cylinders and 
springs. Stops disc 
brake squeal.

Size 400g
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CLEANING 
LUBRICANTS

CRC 2053 
WIRE PULLING 
LUBRICANT
#015025 
Water soluble gel 
to help smooth 
pulling of electrical, 
communications 
wires and cables.

Size 1kg

CRC 5.56 
INDUSTRIAL
#010243
High performance 
variant of CRC 5.56.  
Additional lubricating 
performance, non 
flammable - safe 
for use in industrial 
applications.

Size 550ml

CRC 5102 GROOMERS 
SILICONE #CRC5102 
A concentrated formula that 
provides a thin, durable, odourless 
film to revive, lubricate, and protect.

Size 20L

CRC CDT CUTTING 
OIL
#492108 
Formulated for hand 
and machine cutting 
on all types of metal. 
Reduces friction and 
wear, increases cutting 
speeds, & protects 
and extends tool life.

Size 400ml

CRC COPPER ANTI SEIZE
#10557 
A general purpose anti-seize 
lubricant that prevents seizing and 
galling.

Size 500ml

CRC DRY GLIDE
#10551 
Ideal for 
lubrication in dusty 
environments 
where contaminants 
might interfere with 
conventional wet 
lubricants.

Size 150g

CRC ENGINE 
ASSEMBLY ANTI 
SEIZE
#433331
Provides protection 
from scoring, galling 
and seizing on all 
types of engines.

Size 284g

CRC 5.56 
Multi-purpose is a service spray that 
penetrates, lubricates and prevents 
corrosion. 

#492100 #10258

Size 400ml Size 4L

CRC NICKEL ANTI 
SEIZE
#010242
Protects metal-to-
metal applications 
from seizing and 
galling caused by 
high temperatures, 
heavy loads, 
vibration, etc.

Size 400ml
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CLEANING 
LUBRICANTS

CRC PENETR8 
HI SPEED 
PENETRANT
#10265
Industrial strength, 
designed to quickly 
loosen and free 
seized, bound or 
frozen fasteners.

Size 500ml

CRC 808 
SILICONE SPRAY 
#10552
Eliminates squeaking 
and binding caused 
by friction, ideal use 
on metals, plastics, 
rubber, fabrics, 
wood, glass, and 
painted surfaces.

Size 500ml

INOX LANOX 
MX4 LUBRICANT
#492118
A heavy duty 
anti-moisture, anti-
corrosion lubricant 
made with a high 
grade lubricating oil 
and lanolin base.

Size 300g

MCT LIQUID
#10251
An advanced 
extreme pressure 
metal cutting 
product for all hand 
applied machining 
operations, in 
particular, blind hole 
tapping and drilling.

Size 500ml

INOX MX3 LUBRICANT
Made with a high grade 
white oil, rust inhibitors 
and other components to 
give lasting protection.

#492115 #492116

Size 300g Size 5L 
-  with 
applicator 

WD-40
Acting as a lubricant or 
protective film, this product 
assists in breaking through 
rust and corrosion and 
displacing moisture.

#WD61103 #WD61109

Size 300g Size 350g 
- with smart 
straw

CRC MULTILUBE GEL
Formulated to provide a clean, 
odourless lubricant for high-pressure 
and temperature applications. 

#10255 #10252

Size 210ml Size 500ml
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CLEANING 
POLISHERS

AL18 ALUMINIUM 
BRIGHTENER #010718
A colourless liquid formulated 
specifically to clean and brighten 
aluminium surfaces.

Size 5L

CALIFORNIA 
CUSTOM 
PURPLE 
METAL POLISH
#480615
Clean, shine and 
protect metal 
surfaces without 
scratching.

Size 355ml

CALIFORNIA 
CUSTOM 
ALUMINUM 
DEOXIDIZER
#480614
Clean and 
deoxidize metal 
surfaces to prep 
before polishing.

Size 355ml

TRUCKERS 
PRIDE BLACK 
LABEL CUT
#480592
Preps surfaces 
and removes 
scratches, swirls 
and even small 
amounts of tar 
as you polish.

Size 375ml

TRUCKERS 
PRIDE ALLOY 
FINISHING 
POLISH
#480591
Metal polish for 
alloy, copper, 
brass, bronze, 
chrome or 
stainless.

Size 375ml

WURTH 
PROTECTIVE 
WAX
#15168
Highly transparent 
wax anti-corrosive 
agent that displaces 
water. For preserving 
internal parts and as 
anti-corrosive agent.

Size 400ml

CRC LIQUID ARMOUR
Restores and protects 
vinyl, wood, plastic, 
rubber, fibreglass, chrome, 
dashboards and wood. 
Forms a non greasy 
protective barrier on and 
under surfaces.

#015022 #015024

Size 500ml Size 4L

AUTOSOL POLISH
Restores the unburnished 
shine to metal surfaces. 
Enhances the brilliance of 
majority of metals including 
stainless steel, brass, 
copper and more. Removes 
tarnishing with ease.

#480593 #480599

Size 75ml Size 750ml
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CLEANING 
POLISHERS

WICKED 
ALUMINUM  
BRIGHTENER
#485037
A high 
concentrate (100:1) 
aggressive acid 
based cleaner 
that whitens 
and brightens 
aluminum.

Size 946ml

WICKED 
ALUMAG 
CHROME 
POLISH 
#485005
Polishes and 
protects all 
your bright 
metal, including 
stainless steel.

Size 475ml

WICKED CUSTOM 500 
CLEANER & WAX #485023
Combines special, non-abrasive 
chemical cleaners, and pure #1 
carnauba wax.

Size 414ml

WICKED 
HEADLIGHT 
RESTORER 
KIT
#485031
Eliminate 
yellowing, 
clouding and 
dangerous 
light scatter on 
headlights.

WICKED 
METAL MYST
#485006
A unique spray-
on formula 
that contains 
shine boosters 
and durability 
enhancers to 
help keep metal 
looking its finest.

Size 475ml

WICKED PAINT 
CLEANING 
POLISH
#485025
Removes heavy 
to light oxidation 
and brings your 
old faded paint 
job back to its 
original shine.

Size 475ml

WICKED 
SWIRL 
REMOVER
#485030
Removes small 
swirls and 
scratches left 
by aggressive 
car washes. 
Final step for all 
polishing jobs.

Size 945ml

WICKED METAL POLISH
Our most popular product. Superior to the 
competition by cutting oxidation faster, 
polishing brighter and leaving the best 
finish money can buy. Easy on and easy off, 
it works on any metal you name.

#485000 #485002 #485001
Size 475ml Size 945ml Size 3785ml
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CHEMTECH CT20 
WASH N WAX
A concentrated, rich gel 
that has been specially 
formulated to gently 
break through the 
toughest road grime 
whilst leaving a streak 
free, mirror like sheen.

#360125 #360126

Size 5L Size 20L

CHEMTECH CT18 
SUPERWASH
A concentrated multi-purpose 
powerful cleaning gel which 
breaks down and removes the 
toughest dirt, mud, grease, 
oil film, grime, soot and bugs 
leaving a streak free, sparkling 
clean finish on all surfaces.

#010719 #010723 #10724

Size 5L Size 20L Size 205L

MTW MULTI WASH
MTW Multi Wash is a specially formulated high performance 
foam detergent dedicated to safely remove surface dirt and 
grime, while leaving a brilliant shine.
100% Phosphate free, nitrates free, Biodegradable, NZ owned, 
Wax and silicone-free, Non-corrosive, Agri-quality and NZ Food 
safety Authority Approved.

#485062 #485064 #485065 #484867 #485066

Size 1L Size 5L Size 20L Size 60L Size 200L

MTW WINDSCREEN ADDITIVE
MTW Windscreen is a professional 
standard cleaner that delivers 
amazingly clear, streak free results.

#485073 #485074 #485075

Size 1L Size 5L Size 20L

TRUCKERS PRIDE DE-TAR
Easily removes tar from cab, chassis, 
curtains and wheels.

#480158 #480220

Size 5L Size 20L

TRUCKERS PRIDE INTERIOR 
PRIDE
Get your dash and vinyl sparkling 
like new with added UV protection.

#480590 #480655

Size 500ml Size 5L

CLEANING 
TRUCK / CAR WASH
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CLEANING 
TRUCK / CAR WASH

CRC WET LOOK
#10556
A durable, high 
gloss, wet look for 
tyres, mudflaps and 
bumpers. Quick and 
easy, produces an 
intense, long lasting 
wet look shine.

Size 500ml

WICKED B-67 SEALANT
#485032
Restores faded paint, stops metal 
oxidation, rejuvenates plastic trim.

Size 475ml

WICKED CARNAUBA WAX
#485024
Made with the finest carnauba wax, 
gives a hard smooth finish, near 
impossible to smear or fingermark.

Size 415ml

WICKED CLARITY WINDOW 
TREATMENT
#485042
A protective coating that prevents 
abrasion, water spotting & fogging.

Size 20L

WICKED CURTAIN CLEANER
#485041
Specially designed for cleaning of 
non-toxic sign written white curtain 
sides.

Size 20L

WICKED 
LEATHER 
PLEXX 
#485035
The Champion 
conditioner and 
preservative 
for leather and 
vinyl.

Size 475ml

WICKED BODY JELLY
Cuts through oxidation on surface, 
buffs out to a long lasting finish.

#485021 #485022

Size 475ml Size 3785ml

TRUCKERS PRIDE 
QUICK GLOSS
#480603
Enhances paint 
colour, Repels Dirt & 
Grime, Crystal clear 
results on paints, 
glass, alloy, chrome, 
stainless.

Size 500ml

WICKED FOCUS INSTANT 
DETAILER
Waxed high gloss, finish in minutes.

#485009 #485028

Size 475ml Size 3785ml
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CLEANING 
TRUCK / CAR WASH

WICKED GLAZE MASTER
Clean to a gleaming finish. Eliminate 
haze and surface scratches.

#485008 #485016

Size 475ml Size 3785ml

WICKED KUSTOM KLEEN
Heavy duty cleaner / degreaser that 
rinses away grease and road film.

#485017 #485045

Size 475ml Size 5L

WICKED WHEEL KLEANER
Cleaner and degreaser Use before 
polish to etch the surface. Cleaner 
for paint, engines, carpets, mats. 

#485036 #485047

Size 475ml Size 5L

WICKED LIQUID WAX 
Special wetting agents that revitalise 
your paints surface and deliver a 
flawless shine.

#485003 #485004

Size 475ml Size 3785ml

WICKED VINYL GUARD
Creates a shield against UV rays, smog, ozone and 
pollutants that age, crack, dull and rot surfaces. Works great 
on vinyl, plastic, rubber and leather.

#485010 #485012 #485013

Size 475ml Size 3785ml Size 20L

WICKED SKY BLU
Concentrated, low foaming cleaner, cuts through soil 
without harming your wax finish. Non acid based, safe to 
use on painted surfaces, chrome or metal trim.

#485019 #485015 #485020

Size 475ml Size 945ml Size 3785ml
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VIKAN ADAPTER 
#254481
Adapter with thread for 1/2” Gardena 
Hoselock coupling.

Size 1/2”

CLEANING 
ACCESSORIES

VIKAN HAND RIM BRUSH
#254482
Clean hard-to-reach wheel rim 
surfaces, chemical-resistant features 
soft natural filaments, nylon handle.

VIKAN VEHICLE HAND BRUSH 
#254500
This hand brush ensures excellent 
results where detail cleaning with a 
dip brush is required.

Size 275mm

VIKAN WIPE N SHINE  
#254483
Effectively removes water residue 
and limescale deposits from washed 
and painted surfaces.

Size 250mm

VIKAN VEHICLE HAND BRUSH
#254494
This hand brush ensures excellent 
results where detail cleaning with a 
dip brush is required.

Size 320mm

VIKAN ERGONOMIC HAND 
BRUSH
#254501
Easily clean hard to reach corners 
using this brush with angled bristles.

Size 330mm

VIKAN WATERFED VEHICLE 
BRUSH
#254495
Easily clean difficult to reach 
surfaces with this adjustable brush. 

Size 250mm

VIKAN WATERFED VEHICLE 
BRUSH
#475552
Small and highly effective can be 
waterfed or used as a dip brush.

Size 270mm

VIKAN VEHICLE HAND BRUSH
#254480
This hand brush ensures excellent 
results where detail cleaning with a 
dip brush is required.

Size 420mm
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VIKAN WATERFED RIM BRUSH
#254499
Effectively clean double and single 
steel wheels with the soft split brush.

Size 240mm

CLEANING 
ACCESSORIES

VIKAN WATERFED VEHICLE 
BRUSH
#254490
Large and highly effective can be 
waterfed or used as a dip brush.

Size 370mm

VIKAN WATERFED WASHING 
BRUSH #254492
Angled bristle design maintaining 
contact with surfaces through 
washing.

Size 280mm

VIKAN WOODEN 
HANDLE 
#254497
Suitable for use with any 
brush or squeegee. 

Size 1550mm

VIKAN ALUMINIUM 
HANDLE 
#254496
Professional handle with 
an insulated sleeve for a 
comfortable grip.

Size 1505mm

VIKAN WATERFED 
TELESCOPIC 
HANDLE #254498
Quick coupling.
Shockproof & grip friendly 
for functional use. 

Size 1060 - 1600mm

VIKAN ALUMINIUM 
TELESCOPIC 
HANDLE #254493
Insulated sleeve for a 
comfortable grip.

Size 1575mm

VIKAN WATERFED 
TELESCOPIC 
HANDLE #239110
Insulated sleeve and 
a ½” quick coupling. 
Maximum water 
pressure, 6 bars.

Size 1600 - 2780mm

WURTH 360 PUMP SPRAY 
BOTTLE
#154165
Special suction system allows 360° 
spraying for reliable overhead, 
diagonal or vertical operation.

Size 1L



Mikes Transport Warehouse

07 850 8333 
mtwadmin@modtrans.co.nz

www.mtw.net.nz 
6624 Te Rapa Rd, Te Rapa Park, Hamilton


